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Abstract. Extratropical extreme precipitation events are usually asso-10

ciated with large-scale flow disturbances, strong ascent and large latent heat11

release. The causal relationships between these factors are often not obvi-12

ous, however, and the roles of different physical processes in producing the13

extreme precipitation event can be difficult to disentangle. Here, we exam-14

ine the large-scale forcings and convective heating feedback in the precipi-15

tation events which caused the 2010 Pakistan flood within the Column Quasi-16

Geostrophic framework. A cloud-revolving model (CRM) is forced with the17

large-scale forcings (other than large-scale vertical motion) computed from18

the quasi-geostrophic omega equation with input data from a reanalysis data19

set, and the large-scale vertical motion is diagnosed interactively with the20

simulated convection.21

Numerical results show that the positive feedback of convective heating22

to large-scale dynamics is essential in amplifying the precipitation intensity23

to the observed values. Orographic lifting is the most important dynamic forc-24

ing in both events, while differential potential vorticity advection also con-25

tributes to the triggering of the first event. Horizontal moisture advection26

modulates the extreme events mainly by setting the environmental humid-27

ity, which modulates the amplitude of the convection’s response to the dy-28

namic forcings. When the CRM is replaced by either a single-column model29

(SCM) with parameterized convection or a dry model with a reduced effec-30

tive static stability, the model results show substantial discrepancies com-31

pared with reanalysis data. The reasons for these discrepancies are exam-32
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ined, and the implications for global models and theoretical models are dis-33

cussed.34
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1. Introduction

In late-July-early-August 2010, an unprecedented flood struck Pakistan. This devastat-35

ing event, affecting about 20 million people and submerging one-fifth of Pakistan’s land36

area under water, resulted from a series of extremely heavy rainfall events [e.g. Houze37

et al., 2011] (also see Fig. 1a).38

The extreme precipitation events which caused the 2010 flood, as well as other similar39

precipitation events in the same region, have been studied by a number of investigators40

[e.g. Houze et al., 2011; Hong et al., 2011; Galarneau et al., 2012; Lau and Kim, 2012;41

Martius et al., 2013; Kumar et al., 2014; Rasmussen et al., 2014; Shaevitz et al., 2016].42

These events usually are associated with several synoptic-scale features in the atmosphere:43

1) southward intrusion of upper-level potential vorticity (PV) perturbations in the trough44

east of the European block causing large-scale ascent; 2) a lower-level jet associated with45

a monsoon depression impinging on the rising terrain in Northern Pakistan, forcing oro-46

graphic ascent; 3) the same lower-level jet transporting moisture from the tropical ocean47

— either the Arabian Sea, the Bay of Bengal or both — to the flood region. From the48

perspective of an air column over the flood region, the first two factors can be viewed as49

dynamically forced large-scale ascent due to forcing at upper or lower levels, respectively.50

The third factor, the moisture transport, is also essential for the extreme precipitation51

events, in that it leads to a moist environment that favors the embedded convection. These52

factors, however, usually act simultaneously and interact with one another, so that the53

causal mechanisms are difficult to disentangle. For example, the upper-level PV anomalies54

can steer the lower-level jet toward the rising terrain, and the low-level southerlies cause55
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orographic lift while simultaneously transporting moisture from the tropical oceans. The56

simultaneity and inter-relatedness of these varied influences obscure our understanding of57

their individual roles.58

In these extreme precipitation events, large-scale dynamics and convection are strongly59

coupled. The dynamical forcings by both the upper-level PV perturbations and orographic60

lifting induce large-scale ascent, and stimulate deep convection by destabilizing the at-61

mospheric stratification. The diabatic heating associated with the convection, in turn,62

drives further large-scale ascent by allowing air parcels to rise across surfaces of potential63

temperature. Shaevitz et al. [2016] use the quasi-geostrophic (QG) omega equation to de-64

compose the large-scale pressure velocity (omega, ω) based on reanalysis data. They show65

that diabatic heating accounted for more than half of the total ω in the free troposphere66

in the 2010 events, and that of the dynamic forcings, orographic lifting is more important67

than ascent due to differential advection of potential vorticity. We may think of these68

dynamic forcings as forcing the convection by inducing some component of the large-scale69

ascent, but the feedback from the convective heating onto the large-scale vertical motion70

must also be taken into account in order to understand these events fully. This feedback71

is the object of the present study.72

In this study, we use the Column Quasi-Geostrophic (CQG) modeling framework, pro-73

posed by Nie and Sobel [2016], to explore the coupling between large-scale dynamics and74

convection. This modeling framework extends the notion of “parameterization of large-75

scale dynamics” previously applied in the tropics — including the weak-temperature-76

gradient method [e.g. Sobel and Bretherton, 2000; Raymond and Zeng , 2005; Daleu et al.,77

2015], the damped-gravity-wave method [e.g. Kuang , 2008; Blossey et al., 2009; Romps ,78
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2012; Daleu et al., 2015], and related others [e.g. Mapes , 2004; Bergman and Sardeshmukh,79

2004] — to parameterize large-scale vertical motion. These methods allow attribution of80

precipitation to environmental factors such as the sea surface temperature (SST) or the81

large-scale tropospheric temperature profile, and have been used to aid understanding of a82

variety of phenomena in the tropics [e.g. Chiang and Sobel , 2002;Wang et al., 2013, 2015a;83

Nie and Sobel , 2015; Sessions et al., 2015]. In the extratropics, quasi-balanced dry adi-84

abatic PV dynamics, captured in an approximate way by the QG system [e.g. Hoskins85

et al., 1985] plays a larger role in inducing large-scale vertical motion than it does in the86

tropics. The CQG approach parameterizes large-scale vertical motion, including com-87

ponents due to both the dry adiabatic QG dynamics and diabatic heating, using the88

QG omega equation (hereafter just “omega equation”). The component due to diabatic89

heating can be thought of as representing the geostrophic adjustment processes to that90

heating. Combining the omega equation with a numerical model that resolves convec-91

tion, the CQG approach allows one to separate the forcing and diabatic heating feedback92

on large-scale vertical motion, and attribute extratropical precipitation events to specific93

large-scale forcings.94

The goal of this paper is to quantitatively untangle the interaction between the large-95

scale dynamics and moist convection in the 2010 Pakistan events using the CQG frame-96

work. In the first part (section 3), a cloud-resolving model (CRM) is used to simulate con-97

vection with relatively high fidelity. The large-scale forcings are obtained from reanalysis98

data and are used to force the CRM to produce precipitation variations in time, with the99

large-scale ascent modeled interactively under CQG as a function of the CRM-simulated100

diabatic heating as well as the imposed forcings. After showing that the precipitation of101
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the 2010 Pakistan events is well reproduced by the CRM, we examine the positive diabatic102

heating feedback that makes the precipitation so intense, and quantify the role of each of103

the large-scale forcings in driving the events. We also explore the control of background104

relative humidity on the precipitation intensity. In the second part of the paper (section105

4), with the CRM results serving as a benchmark, we simulate these events using two106

simplified, but also widely used, representations of convection. They are a single-column107

model (SCM) with parameterized convection, and a dry model with a reduced effective108

static stability, which is often used in theoretical studies to extend theories from a dry109

atmosphere to a moist atmosphere. We show that both of these simplified representations110

of convection have substantial deficiencies in reproducing the 2010 extreme events, exam-111

ine the reasons causing the deficiencies, and discuss their implications. Conclusions and112

discussion are presented in section 5.113

2. Methodology

2.1. CQG modeling framework

A brief introduction to the CQG framework is presented here; more details can be114

found in Nie and Sobel [2016]. The horizontally averaged temperature (T ) and moisture115

(q) equations for an air column in pressure coordinates may be written as116

∂tT = AdvT +
σp

R
ω +Q, (1)

∂tq = Advq − sqω +Qq, (2)

where σ = −RT
p
∂plnθ is the dry static stability, ω is the pressure vertical velocity, and117

sq = ∂pq. AdvT and Advq are the large-scale horizontal advection of T and q, respectively.118
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Q and Qq are the heating and moistening tendencies due to sub-column scale processes119

(e.g., dry and moist convection, and radiation), respectively.120

In CQG we parameterize the large-scale dynamics using the QGω equation [e.g. Holton,121

2004], assuming the horizontal structure of the disturbance of interest has a single hor-122

izontal wavenumber (k, with an equivalent wavelength L = 2π/k). It may be written123

as124

∂ppω − σ(
k

f0
)2ω = −

1

f0
∂pAdvζ +

R

p
(
k

f0
)2AdvT +

R

p
(
k

f0
)2Q. (3)125

Here ζ = 1
f0
∇2φ+f is the geostrophic absolute vorticity and f0 is the reference value of the126

Coriolis parameter. The right hand side (RHS) terms are the ω forcing associated with the127

horizontal advection of geostrophic absolute vorticity, horizontal advection of temperature128

, and diabatic heating, respectively. The first two RHS terms can be combined to yield129

the total forcing on ω by PV advection [Trenberth, 1978].130

CQG is a framework for modeling of the state of the convecting air column by, for exam-131

ple, a CRM. It uses the omega equation to parameterize large-scale dynamics, producing132

a large-scale ω field that is both a function of the convection itself and a forcing on that133

convection. After each CRM time step, we take the horizontally averaged diabatic heating134

(Q) computed by the CRM, and use this together with the PV forcing and orographic lift135

obtained from reanalysis data to calculate ω from the omega equation. The vertical tem-136

perature and moisture advection terms determined from the resulting ω and the CRM’s137

horizontal mean T and q profiles are then applied in the CRM via the domain-averaged138

equations (Eq. 1-2). Then, the CRM proceeds to the next time step and repeats the139

above processes. The procedure is described visually in Fig. 1 of Nie and Sobel [2016].140
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The coupling between convection and large-scale dynamics through the QGω equation141

provides a feedback that can amplify convective anomalies triggered by dynamics. Con-142

sider an upward ω anomaly forced by synoptic-scale influences (e.g., a PV intrusion),143

destabilizing the temperature stratification and leading to a local convection anomaly.144

Without coupling with large-scale dynamics, the convective heating anomaly will warm145

the local column, drive its temperature profile towards convective stability, and shut down146

further convection anomalies on a convective adjustment timescale (∼ 1 day). When cou-147

pled to large-scale QG dynamics, Nie and Sobel [2016] show that the convective heating148

anomaly induces a large-scale ascent anomaly, representing the geostrophic adjustment149

that tries to re-establish the geostrophic and hydrostatic balance of the large-scale flow.150

This ascent is associated with adiabatic cooling that compensates for a large fraction of151

the heating, reducing the warming and stabilization of the column, and also with moisture152

convergence, both of which amplify and sustain the convection anomalies and increase the153

adjustment time to several days. The strength of the positive feedback depends on the154

horizontal wavelength of the large-scale disturbance, with a maximum at wavelengths on155

the order of the Rossby deformation radius.156

Since the omega equation is linear, we can express ω as the sum of three components:157

ω = ωPV + ωBF + ωQ, (4)158

where the ωPV , ωBF , and ωQ are the ω profiles which would occur if only a single term159

were present on the RHS of (Eq. 3): PV forcing, orographic lift, and diabatic heating,160

respectively. The diabatic heating Q is an internal, prognostic variable in CQG, so ωQ is161

predicted while the other two components are imposed. Even when the diabatic heating162

term is the largest on the RHS of Eq. 3 as during the strong precipitation events, however,163
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we expect time variations in vertical motion and precipitation to be controlled externally164

by time variations in the large-scale forcing terms. In this paper, we consider three types165

of large-scale forcings: PV forcing (the Advζ and AdvT terms in Eq. 3), orographic lift166

(ω0), and horizontal moisture advection (Advq). The advection terms (Advζ, AdvT , and167

Advq) are applied directly in Eq. (1-3). The orographic lifting (ω0), is not explicitly168

expressed in the equations, but serves as the lower boundary condition on the omega169

equation, applied at the top of a nominal planetary boundary layer (PBL) as discussed170

by Shaevitz et al. [2016].171

A significant limitation of the CQG approach (in addition to the approximations as-172

sociated with the QG system itself) is that the large-scale dynamic forcings are treated173

as external and specified. In reality, convection can alter the large-scale flow, and thus174

feed back on the advection terms. We provisionally accept this limitation as a sacrifice175

that must be made in order to reduce a three-dimensional problem to a one-dimensional176

one. We view the comparison to observations made in this study, in part, as a test of the177

usefulness of the resulting CQG system.178

2.2. Reanalysis data

We use the European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts’ reanalysis dataset179

(ERA-Interim; Dee et al. [2009]) to construct the large-scale forcings and to verify the180

model results. The ERA reanalysis data has a temporal resolution of 6 hours and a spatial181

resolution of 0.7◦. The precipitation data is the 12-hourly atmospheric model forecast from182

the same data set. The period of study is from July 1, 2010 (marked as day 0) to Aug.183

10, 2010. The latitude-longitude box, 70◦E ∼ 77◦E and 30◦N ∼ 37◦N , in which most of184

the rainfall fell during the 2010 events, is defined as the target region from which data are185
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extracted for deriving the forcings and comparison to the model results. Unless otherwise186

specified, all results from the reanalysis are averaged over this box.187

2.3. Cloud-resolving model

This subsection introduces the CRM, the System for Atmospheric Modeling [Khairout-188

dinov and Randall , 2003], used in section 3. The other two representations of convection,189

the SCM and effective static stability, are introduced in section 4.190

The CRM has a spatial domain of 128 km × 128 km, 2 km horizontal grid spacing,191

and doubly periodic horizontal boundaries. There are 64 vertical levels with vertical grid192

spacings stretching from 75 m near the surface to about 500 m in the free troposphere.193

The surface fluxes are computed using Monin-Obukhov similarity theory. We do not194

consider the effects of interactive radiation, instead applying constant radiative cooling of195

−1.5 K day−1 in the troposphere (levels with T > 207.5K), and relaxation of temperature196

towards 200 K over 5 days in the stratosphere, following Pauluis and Garner [2006].197

The CRM domain is considered to represent the horizontal mean state of the atmo-198

spheric column in the Northern Pakistan regional box. The heterogeneities of surface199

conditions inside the regional box, such as the surface temperature distribution and to-200

pography, are not considered explicitly in the CRM simulation here. The orographic201

lifting, however, is included as an imposed lower boundary condition. In reality, the re-202

gion of interest has complicated topography, with the surface pressure decreasing from203

1000 hPa to 500 hPa from the south to the north. We approximate that as a flat surface204

in the CRM with a surface pressure of 825 hPa, about the mean surface pressure of that205

regional box. We also simplify the CRM surface condition as an ocean surface with a fixed206

SST of 298.5 K, which is chosen to match the near surface air temperature in the CRM207
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with that in the reanalysis. These idealizations in our experimental setting, although208

inducing some biases in the CRM mean state when compared with the reanalysis, greatly209

simplify the problem and remove some complexities that we hypothesize are secondary in210

the extreme weather events of interest. Our main interest is in the precipitation variations211

which occur over time. As will be seen below, the simulations produce a precipitiation212

time series which is reasonably similar, qualitatively and quantitatively, to those found213

in the reanalysis, even with these idealizations. We view this as an indication that the214

modeling approach captures the most essential dynamics in the extreme events.215

The QGω equation is solved in the free troposphere. The upper boundary condition is216

a rigid lid at the tropopause (125 hPa). The lower boundary condition is forced by the217

orographic lift, ω0, at the top of a nominal PBL, p0, taken here to be 700 hPa. This is218

high enough that frictional effects are small and the large-scale flow is close to geostrophic,219

and low enough that the PBL top approximately follows the orographic height (Fig. 7 in220

Shaevitz et al. [2016]). In our simulations we simply use ω at 700 hPa (ω0), obtained from221

the reanalysis, as orographic lift to force the CRM. Similar results are obtained, however,222

if we derive the ω0 from the dot product of the geostrophic wind at the top of the PBL223

with the topographic slope, as described by Shaevitz et al. [2016] and as shown below. In224

the PBL, ω is linearly interpolated between zero at the surface and ω0 at p0. The Coriolis225

parameter f0 is set to be 7 × 10−5 s−1, equivalent to that at 29◦N . The characteristic226

wavelength L is set to be 1500 km, which is close to the Rossby deformation radius at this227

latitude, assuming a characteristic value of the static stability. In section 3a, the choice228

of L is justified by comparing model results with the reanalysis.229
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The model temperature and moisture profiles are initialized with a sounding taken from230

a radiative-convective equilibrium (RCE) simulation performed over the same surface231

temperature, 298.5 K, and first run to a equilibrium state with the omega equation232

coupled, but without any externally imposed large-scale forcing. This equilibrium state233

has the same T and q profiles as the RCE profiles, a time mean ω of zero, and a mean234

precipitation rate of 4 mm day−1. Then, beginning at a time denoted day 0, the model is235

forced with the large-scale forcings (Advζ , AdvT , Advq and ω0) taken from the reanalysis,236

starting from July 1, 2010 and continuing to August 10, 2010. Simulations from days 0-10237

are discarded as spin-up.238

3. CRM Results

Before presenting the model results, we first examine the main features of the 2010239

events seen in the reanalysis. A more detailed exposition can be found in Shaevitz et al.240

[2016], and additional detailed studies of these events were carried out earlier by Martius241

et al. [2013] and Galarneau et al. [2012]. The black bars in Fig. 1a show the precipitation242

series in the ERA data. Standing out are the two peaks of rainfall with maxima close243

to 60 mm day−1. The first peak, which we label “event 1”, extends from day 20 to day244

23, and the second peak (“event 2”) extends from day 27 to day 30. Associated with the245

precipitation peaks is strong upward motion (negative ω) in the free troposphere (Fig.246

1b), indicating a close balance between the diabatic cooling associated with ascent and247

the convective heating in the temperature equation. The precipitation and ω time series248

are the main targets of our numerical simulations.249

The large-scale forcings are shown in Fig. 2. During event 1, Advζ and AdvT have250

significant maxima in the upper troposphere (Fig. 2a-b), which are indications of the251
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PV intrusion associated with the European block in the upper stream [e.g. Lau and Kim,252

2012]. The PV forcing, is much weaker during event 2, however, because the strong PV253

intrusion remained well to the north of the flood regions during event 2 [Martius et al.,254

2013; Shaevitz et al., 2016]. The PV forcing thus plays only a secondary role in event 2.255

Horizontal moisture advection (Advq) is shown as a function of time and pressure in Fig.256

2c. We also plot the column-integrated horizontal moisture advection (〈Advq〉, where 〈∗〉257

means vertical integration through the column,) in the units of precipitation, mmday−1,258

in the lower panel. During precipitation events, Advq itself is not a large term in the259

moisture budget, compared to condensation and vertical moisture advection; considering260

the vertical integral, 〈Advq〉 is much smaller than precipitation. Nonetheless, horizontal261

moisture advection is important when moist static energy rather than moisture alone is262

considered (since condensation vanishes in the moist static energy budget) and it can263

exert an important influence on the moisture field. During most of the examined period,264

Advq is negative due to dry air import by the westerlies. However, just before the periods265

of heavy precipitation (days 13-18 for event 1, and days 23-26 for event 2), Advq becomes266

less negative or even slightly positive due to the weakening of westerlies and strengthening267

of the southerlies. The positive Advq anomalies moisten the column, making the column268

more favorable to the subsequent convection. During the heavily raining period, Advq is269

again negative (although the moisture flux convergence is positive), because at that time270

the column is as moist as or even moister than the equatorward regions upwind.271

Fig. 2d shows the orographic lift (ωorog = ~V0 ·∇hs, where hs is the orographic height and272

subscript 0 indicates values at the PBL top) and ω at 700 hPa. The close match between273

them indicates that ω at the PBL top is mainly orographic forced. In our simulations,274
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for a better consistence, we simply use ω at 700 hPa (ω0) obtained from the reanalysis275

as orographic lift to force the CRM. The maxima in orographic lift during the two heavy276

precipitation events (Fig. 2d) suggest that at least some portion of extreme precipitation277

is orographically induced.278

3.1. Diabatic heating feedback

Next we present the CRM results. We first examine the control case, in which the279

model is forced by all the large-scale forcings together. The T and q profiles from this280

control case averaged between day 10 and day 40 (referred as the background profiles281

hereafter) are compared with the profiles obtained from the reanalysis in the same period282

in Fig. 3. There is a cold bias in the model results, especially in the upper troposphere,283

and a wet bias in the middle troposphere. Actually, the CRM relative humidity shows284

a similar vertical structure to that in the reanalysis data, except compressed in height,285

because the CRM surface level is 825 hPa. We presume that these discrepancies between286

the background profiles are due to deficiencies in the model physics, uncertainties in the287

reanalysis data, and the idealizations in the CRM settings (the simple radiation scheme,288

the flat surface, neglect of a background vertical motion, and so on). Our main interest is289

not in the time mean background profiles, but in simulating the precipitation variations,290

and the idealizations in experimental setting allow us to avoid additional complexities291

which would be involved in tuning the model to obtain better agreement with the time292

mean profiles. The most important test of whether these idealizations are adequate are293

the comparisons of the simulated and observed time series of precipitation and vertical294

motion.295
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The precipitation from the control simulation matches that from the reanalysis remark-296

ably well (Fig. 1a). The two extreme events are well reproduced by the model, except297

that the model results underestimate the precipitation intensity slightly. The model results298

even capture the minor precipitation peaks around days 13, 18, and 34. The simulated ω299

also largely resembles that in the reanalysis data (Fig. 1b-c).300

The components of ω (ωPV , ωBF , and ωQ) in the reanalysis and model results are com-301

pared side by side in Fig. 4. The ω components in the reanalysis are first computed using302

full omega equation on the 3-dimensional sphere grids before averaging over the regional303

box (Shaevitz et al. 2016). Thus, this diagnosis does not assume a specific disturbance304

wavelength. Further, this analysis treats the diabatic heating as known (the diabatic305

heating in the reanalysis is calculated as a residual from the temperature equation) and306

compares its influence in the omega equation to that of the other terms. In reality, these307

terms are not independent; the diabatic heating is related to the large-scale processes308

represented by the other terms, as they influence the convection. These influences are309

considered explicitly in the next section. Here we simply establish the magnitudes of the310

different terms in the omega equation.311

The sum of the ω components obtained from the 3-dimensional QGω calculation (left312

panels in Fig. 4) is very close to the ω directly obtained from the reanalysis (Fig. 1b).313

Consistent with Fig. 2, considerable ascent in the upper troposphere is directly forced by314

PV forcing during event 1 (Fig. 4a). A large portion of the ascent in the lower troposphere315

is associated with orographic lift (Fig. 4c). The ω component due to diabatic heating316

(Fig. 4e) is largest in the middle troposphere, and has the largest amplitude among the317

three components during the events.318
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The ω components in the CQG model (right panels in Fig. 4) are calculated differently319

from those described above (and shown in the left panels of Fig. 4). Using the regional-320

box-averaged large-scale forcings in the reanalysis and Q in the CRM, we solve the single321

wavenumber QGω equation (Eq. 3) with the specified characteristic wavenumber k. Thus,322

comparing the dynamic forcing components of ω can guide the choice of k. Fig. 4a-d323

show that ωPV and ωBF in the model results approximately match those in the reanalysis,324

indicating that k = 4.2 × 10−6m−1 (equivalent to 1500 km wavelength) used here is325

reasonable.326

In the model, the component of ω due to heating (ωQ) is related to the large-scale327

forcings through their influence on convection. The large-scale forcings alter the T and328

q profiles in the column, which then determine the embedded convection and convective329

heating (Q). Meanwhile, ωQ itself also modifies T and q interactively. Thus a good330

simulation of ωQ requires a good simulation of convection as well as a good representation331

of the coupling between convection and the large-scale dynamics. The agreement between332

ωQ in the reanalysis and model results (Fig. 4e-f) indicates that the CRM with the CQG333

framework captures the above processes and reproduces the 2010 extreme events well.334

Similarly, we can decompose the precipitation variations to different components of335

the forcing and the response. With the approximation that the adiabatic cooling due to336

ascent is balanced by latent heating due to condensation, we can estimate the precipitation337

associated with ω or its individual components,338

P ≈ −
cp
gLc

〈
σp

R
ω〉, (5)339

where cp is the specific heat of air at constant pressure, and Lc is the latent heat of340

condensation. Precipitation estimated in this way allows negative values with descending341
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ω. The precipitation decomposition is shown in Fig. 5. Each color line is calculated using342

Eq. 5 with ω replaced by one of the components shown in Fig. 4. In the reanalysis, using343

Eq. 5 underestimates the precipitation, as shown by the black dashed line compared to344

the black solid line in Fig. 5a. This may be due to errors in the approximation (5), or345

possibly to the uncertainties in the reanalysis precipitation; in the ERA reanalysis, as with346

any data set generated with data assimilation, the temperature and moisture budgets do347

not close due to analysis increments. The precipitation in the TRMM data set is smaller348

than that in the ERA reanalysis (Fig. 5 in Martius et al. [2013]). In the model, the349

total precipitation estimated by Eq. 5 is very close to that directly output by the model.350

Nevertheless, the precipitation decomposition is consistent with the ω decompositions in351

Fig. 4. It shows the significant roles of PV forcing in event 1 and of orographic lift352

in both events 1 and 2, and the large contributions from the diabatic heating feedback353

component. The model results again show precipitation decomposition similar to the354

reanalysis diagnoses.355

The diabatic heating feedback of convection to the large-scale dynamics as parameter-356

ized in CQG is essential for the CRM to reproduce the extreme events. To demonstrate357

this, we run an experiment in which the diabatic heating feedback is turned off, by re-358

moving the third RHS term in Eq. 3, while keeping others the same as in the control case.359

This modified case produces precipitation (shown by black circles in Fig. 5b) that is much360

smaller than that in the control case. Without the positive feedback of diabatic heating on361

large-scale dynamics, convection only responds passively, producing approximately just362

enough diabatic heating to balance the imposed large-scale forcings.363
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3.2. Attribution of precipitation to large-scale forcings

In the previous sections we treated the diabatic heating as a known quantity and com-364

pared it directly to other processes in the omega equation. Here we attribute the pre-365

cipitation variations to the large-scale forcings. We consider the role of each forcing in366

modulating the convection, and thus diabatic heating, while treating the diabatic heat-367

ing itself as an internal, prognostic quantity associated with the convection simulated by368

the CRM. Three types of large-scale forcing (Fig. 2) are examined: the upper-level PV369

forcing, the lower-level orographic lift, and horizontal moisture advection. The first two370

influence convection dynamically by forcing ascent that destabilizes the atmospheric strat-371

ification. The moisture advection influences convection thermodynamically by modifying372

the humidity of the column. Nie and Sobel [2016] showed that the responses of convection373

vary with the type of forcing as well as the forcing altitude.374

The attribution of precipitation to each of the large-scale forcings is examined by forcing375

the model with one of the forcings at a time. Note that while the QGω equation is linear,376

so that the different components of ω must sum up to the total diagnosed by that equation,377

the precipitation or ω time series from these individual forcing experiments need not add378

up to that from the control experiment, because the simulated convection need not be a379

linear function of the forcings. Precipitation from these experiments is shown as the red380

lines in Fig. 6b-d. For reference, also plotted are the control case precipitation (black381

line) and the precipitation component corresponding to the imposed large-scale forcing382

(blue line). With only PV forcing (Fig. 6b), the model results capture about half of the383

control case precipitation in event 1. Event 2 is missed since PV forcing is very small384

there. When forced only by orographic lift (Fig. 6c), the model captures the other half385
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of precipitation in event 1 and almost all of the precipitation in event 2. The low-level386

orographic lift seems to be more important in causing heavy precipitation than is the387

upper-level PV forcing, especially for event 2. A possible reason may be that convection388

is more sensitive to lower tropospheric temperature and moisture perturbations than to389

upper tropospheric ones [e.g. Kuang , 2010; Tulich et al., 2010; Nie and Kuang , 2012].390

Horizontal moisture advection affects convection in these events in a different way.391

When the model is forced only by Advq (Fig. 6d), the simulated precipitation does not392

resemble that in the control case. Instead, it is closely correlated with the moisture forcing393

(〈Advq〉, in the same units as the precipitation, shown as the blue line in Fig. 6c.) During394

most of the simulation, the negative Advq dries the column, leading to dry periods with395

little precipitation between precipitation peaks. However, the sharp precipitation peaks at396

days 17, 26, and 34 closely follow the periods of positive Advq with a time delay of about397

one day. This experiment shows that even without the dynamic forcings Advq variations398

on the synoptic timescale can trigger precipitation events directly. However, this direct399

triggering effect is not expressed in the 2010 events. Rather, as will discuss next, Advq400

exerts its influence mainly by modifying the environment to a drier or wetter state, which401

affects the strength of the convection’s response to the dynamic forcings.402

The sum of the precipitation in the individually-forced experiments is compared with403

that in the control case precipitation in Fig. 6a. An offset of 8 mm day−1 is subtracted,404

to account for the multiple counting of the component of the time-mean precipitation405

needed to balance the radiative cooling (corresponding to 4 mm day−1). Since we are406

adding results from three simulations, it is appropriate to subtract twice this amount, 8407

mm day−1, before comparing to the control case.408
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Even apart from this mean offset, the sum of the individually-forced experiments need409

not equal the control experiment because the system is not inherently linear. During410

the two precipitation peak periods, the two are in fact approximately equal, indicating411

that the strong dynamical forcings account for most of the precipitation there. However,412

there are some differences between the sum of the individually-forced experiments and413

the control case. We hypothesize that these are due to interactions between the forcings.414

For example, around days 11∼12, a dynamic destabilizing coincided with strong drying415

by horizontal advection. As a result, the onset of precipitation is delayed to day 13∼14,416

by when the drying is much weaker. As another example, the moistening by horizontal417

advection at day 17 and 26 coincided with dynamically-forced descent, mostly due to the418

PV forcing, so that the horizontal moisture advection-forced precipitation seen in Fig. 6d419

is suppressed in the control case.420

3.3. Influence of environmental relative humidity on convection

Environmental humidity exerts an important control on convection [e.g. Raymond , 2000;421

Derbyshire et al., 2004; Bretherton et al., 2004; Sobel et al., 2004; Holloway and Neelin,422

2009]. In section 3b, we examined the effects of synoptic-scale variations in horizontal423

moisture advection on the extreme events. In this subsection, we focus on the control on424

precipitation exerted by background relative humidity on longer time scales.425

We perform experiments that are same with the control case, but with the background426

humidity nudged towards different states. We perform four experiments, in which q is427

nudged to the control case q multiplied by a factor of 0.6 (Dry0.6), 0.8 (Dry0.8), 1.1428

(Moist1.1), and 1.2 (Moist1.2), respectively. To rule out effects due to the associated429

temperature changes, the T profiles are nudged to the control case T in these runs. The430
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nudging timescale is 5 days, so that the synoptic timescale variations are not strongly431

affected by the nudging. These cases are forced with the same large-scale forcings as432

in the control case. Fig. 3 shows the resulting background T and q of the driest and433

the moistest case. The T profiles are very close to each other, while the q and relative434

humidity profiles deviate from each other as designed. Thus, these experiments shall435

be viewed as examining the dependence of extreme precipitation on background relative436

humidity. Because the nudging is relatively weak, the q differences between these runs are437

much smaller than the differences in the target profiles towards which they are nudged.438

The results of these experiments show that the precipitation in the extreme events is439

very sensitive to the background humidity (Fig. 7a). The shapes of the precipitation time440

series of these cases are similar, but the difference in the magnitudes of the precipitation441

maxima between the driest case and the moistest case is more than a factor of 3. The442

dependence of extreme precipitation intensity on background humidity is summarized by443

a scatter plot in Fig. 7c, with the data averaged in the same way. The x-axis is the444

background precipitable water (column-integrated specific humidity, averaged over day445

10∼40), and the y-axis is the precipitation rate averaged over the two extreme events446

(day 20∼23 and day 27∼30). Over the examined range, the precipitation is linearly pro-447

portional to the background precipitable water, with a slope of 1.68 day−1 (equivalently,448

mm day−1 mm−1). This strong dependence suggests that the intensities of extreme events449

can be modulated by large-scale circulation anomalies that induce regional background450

relative humidity changes, such as those due to the El Niño Southern Oscillation [e.g. Lau451

and Kim, 2012], monsoon [e.g. Freychet et al., 2015]; or anthropogenic climate change452

[e.g. Allan and Soden, 2008; Byrne and O’Gorman, 2013].453
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4. Results with simplified representations of convection

4.1. Results using a convective parameterization

We repeat the experiments in section 3 with the CRM replaced by the MIT SCM454

[Emanuel and Zivkovic-Rothman, 1999]. The core of this SCM is Emanuel’s convective455

parameterization [Emanuel , 1991], which represents an ensemble of convective clouds, and456

a stratiform cloud parameterization [Bony and Emanuel , 2001]. The vertical resolution457

is 25 hP , and the time step is 5 minutes. All other experimental settings, such as the458

radiative cooling, surface conditions, and others, are the same as in the CRM experiments.459

The precipitation from the SCM in the control case, in which the SCM is forced by460

all the large-scale forcings, is compared with the reanalysis precipitation in Fig. 8a. The461

model captures the general shape of the precipitation time series, but underestimates the462

intensities of the two main events by as much as half, indicating that the SCM responds463

too weakly to the large-scale forcings.464

As we did above for the CRM, we force the SCM with the large-scale forcings one465

at a time to examine their individual effects. These SCM results, shown in Fig. 8b-d,466

can be directly compared with the CRM results in Fig. 6b-d (Note the range of y-axis467

in Fig. 8b-d is stretched for better visibility.) For the orographic lift forcing, the SCM468

precipitation is comparable with that from the CRM (Fig. 8c, Fig. 6c). However, when469

forced by PV forcing, the SCM produces much weaker precipitation than does the CRM470

(Fig. 8b, Fig. 6b), suggesting that the SCM does not respond strongly enough to the471

dynamic destabilization in the upper troposphere. The SCM also shows much weaker472

precipitation variations in response to synoptic timescale moisture forcing than does the473

CRM (Fig. 8d, Fig. 6d).474
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The lack of convective moisture sensitivity in SCM is also shown in its responses to475

background relative humidity changes. The experiments with the background q profiles476

nudged to different states, as in section 3c with the CRM, are performed with the SCM.477

The SCM results again show much weaker dependence on the background q than did478

the CRM (Fig. 7a-b). We summarize all the SCM cases on the same precipitable-water-479

and-peak-precipitation scatter plot with the CRM results in Fig. 7c. A linear fit of all480

the SCM cases examined here gives the dependence of extreme precipitation intensity on481

background precipitable water with a slope of 0.89 mm/day per mm, about half of the482

CRM results’ slope. The linear fits to the CRM and SCM results converge in the dry limit483

where latent heating is negligible. However, the discrepancies between them increase as484

the environment becomes moister.485

Although only one convective parameterization is examined here, the lack of convective486

sensitivity to moisture is a common problem in many convective parameterizations [e.g.487

Derbyshire et al., 2004]. This deficiency may affect the modeling of extreme precipitation488

in general circulation models (GCMs) which use such parameterizations.489

4.2. Results using an effective static stability

In some theoretical studies, the effects of latent heating are taken into account in by490

replacing the dry static stability σ by an effective (or moist) static stability σe in otherwise491

dry models [e.g. Kiladis et al., 2009; O’Gorman, 2011; Cohen and Boos , 2016]. In the492

QGω equation, one may define σe as493

σe = σ +
R

pω
Q, (6)494
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and rewrite Eq. 3 as495

∂ppω − σe(
k

f0
)2ω = −

1

f0
∂pAdvζ +

R

p
(
k

f0
)2AdvT . (7)496

In Eq. 7, the latent heating Q is hidden in the definition of σe, but the content of the497

equation is formally unchanged. The new parameter σe absorbs all the complexities of498

convection and should, in principle, depend on the state of the column. However, in499

studies where this device is used, it is common to further specify that σe is constant500

fraction of σ [e.g. Emanuel et al., 1994; Cohen and Boos , 2016]:501

σe =

{

σ : ω ≥ 0,

ασ : ω < 0,
(8)502

where α ∈ [0, 1] is a free parameter. α = 1 represents a dry atmosphere, and α = 0503

means that the atmosphere is exactly neutral to moist convection, such as would be the504

case for a saturated atmosphere with a moist adiabatic temperature profile. For any value505

of α less than unity, the reduction in static stability is conditional on the sign of ω, so that506

σe < σ only when there is large-scale ascent. The use of σe with this parameterization507

removes any dependence of convection on moisture.508

We force Eq. 7 with the same PV forcing and orographic lift as before (Advq is not509

applicable here, since there is no explicit coupling to the moisture field). The computed ω510

includes both the forcing component and the diabatic heating component, with the latter511

implicitly expressed via Eq. 7. The resulting ω is then converted into precipitation using512

Eq. 5. This precipitation, computed with different values of α, is compared with the513

reanalysis precipitation in Fig. 9a. Precipitation in the dry limit (α = 1) corresponds514

solely to that produced by the dynamic forcings, with no diabatic feedback. As expected,515

precipitation increases as α decreases. The value α = 0.2 produces good results for event 1,516
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but greatly underestimates precipitation in event 2. As α further decreases, precipitation517

in event 1 increases sharply, while precipitation in event 2 increases only slowly.518

By tuning α, we can easily change the amplitude of the response to PV forcing, but not519

the response to orographic lift. Fig. 9b-e shows the results with Eq. 8 being forced by520

PV forcing and orographic lift separately. The increase of precipitation with decreasing521

α seen in Fig. 9a is almost entirely due to the increase of the PV-forced component (Fig.522

9b). The precipitation response to orographic lift is not sensitive to α (Fig. 9c). In Fig.523

10d, we show the ω profiles forced by PV forcing on day 22, a representative day during524

event 1. With α = 0.2, the dry system (Eq. 7) matches the CRM results well. Decreasing525

α further leads to a large overestimation of the PV-forced ω. Fig. 9e shows the ω profiles526

forced by orographic lift on day 28, a representative day during event 2. Above the PBL527

top, ω decreases with height. This is qualitatively different from the CRM results, which528

show that orographic lift can trigger convection whose latent heating maximizes in the529

free troposphere (black dashed line in Fig. 9e), and which agree well with the reanalysis530

data (Fig. 4e).531

This qualitative difference can be understood by considering the analytic solution to (7)532

for constant σe, in the special case that the PV forcing (the RHS of Eq. 7) is zero, but533

there is a nonzero orographic lift at the lower boundary, ω0. The analytic solution, with534

upper boundary condition of ω(pt) = 0, is535

ω = ω0(1− e2
k
f

√
σe(pt−p0))−1(e

k
f

√
σe(p−p0) − e

k
f

√
σe(2pt−p−p0))536

≈ ω0e
k
f

√
σe(p−p0), (9)537

where p0 is the pressure at the top of the PBL and pt is the pressure at the tropopause.538

We see that the solution must decay exponentially with height. A smaller α leads to only539
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slower decay. The use of σe (Eq. 8) cannot produce an ω profile with a maximum in the540

interior as observed.541

With a sufficiently complex representation of σe, allowing it to be a function of pressure542

(and to take on negative values), the parameterization (Eq. 7) can in principle capture543

any solution. However, in that case this parameterization is of little value, since then one544

is back to the problem of parameterizing convection in its full complexity. Our conclusion545

is that while the dry system with an effective static stability may be useful for some546

purposes, it is unsatisfactory for the purpose of modeling the events studied here, and547

perhaps any deep convective events triggered by orographic forcing.548

5. Conclusions and Discussion

This study examines the large-scale forcings and the convective responses to those forc-549

ings in the extreme precipitation events of 2010 in Pakistan, using the Column Quasi-550

Geostrophic modeling framework. Forcing a CRM with large-scale forcings taken from551

reanalysis data and coupling large-scale dynamics with convection through the QGω552

equation, we have successfully reproduced the main features of the extreme precipita-553

tion events. The positive feedback of convective heating to large-scale vertical motion554

is essential in amplifying the precipitation intensity to reach the observed values. The555

large-scale forcings, including those due to differential vorticity and temperature advec-556

tion (which together can be represented as differential advection of potential vorticity),557

mechanical orographic lift, and horizontal moisture advection, play significant roles forc-558

ing convection. Orographic lift is the most important dynamical forcing, especially for559

the second of the two heavy precipitation events, while PV forcing also contributes to560

the triggering of the first event. Horizontal moisture advection modulates the convection561
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mainly by setting the environment humidity, which controls the amplitude of convection’s562

responses to the dynamic forcings.563

We also performed calculations using CQG in which convection was represented by a564

convective parameterization in a single column model (SCM) as well as by an effective565

static stability in a dry model. The results from these calculations have more substantial566

deficiencies than do the CRM results. The SCM underestimates the convective response567

to upper-level PV forcing, and shows much weaker sensitivity to environmental humidity568

than does the CRM. The effective static stability can be tuned to match the extreme569

precipitation triggered by upper-level PV forcing, but its response to orographic is qual-570

itatively inaccurate, in that it cannot produce maximum ascent in the interior whereas571

the observations and CRM simulations both show such maxima. In addition, the effective572

static stability cannot represent the dependence of convection on environmental humidity.573

The method used here can be used to investigate other extreme precipitation events.574

Shaevitz et al. [2016] find that the extreme precipitation events of summer 2014 in India575

and Pakistan are similar to the second event of the 2010 flood studied here. They also576

find a strong correlation between the extreme precipitation intensity to orographic lift577

and column precipitable water in a 10-years reanalysis data in this region (their Fig.578

14), suggesting that our findings may apply to a larger number of events. Globally, a579

large number of the most intense precipitation events occur in the subtropical belt during580

summer [Zipser et al., 2006; Cecil et al., 2012], likely results of interactions between581

extratropical dynamics with sufficient moisture supply from the tropics. Applying the582

CQG method of this study to events in other regions, e.g., Texas [e.g. Wang et al.,583

2015b] or the Middle East [e.g. de Vries et al., 2013], may be useful in identifying the584
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most important physical factors leading to extreme precipitation events in these different585

regions.586

Climate simulations with GCMs have been shown to underestimate extreme precipita-587

tion, and to exhibit significant uncertainties in the changes in extreme precipitation they588

project as the climate warms [e.g. Sun et al., 2006, 2007; O’Gorman, 2015], mostly due to589

deficiencies in convection parameterizations. Results of this study suggest that the lack590

of convective moisture sensitivity in convective parameterizations [e.g. Derbyshire et al.,591

2004] may contribute to the biases. The CQG approach may also be used to study the592

physics underlying the projected changes of extreme precipitation in the future. Varia-593

tions in the large-scale vertical motion profiles between different models have been shown594

to be responsible for much of the diversity in GCM projections [O’Gorman and Schnei-595

der , 2009; Sugiyama et al., 2010]. The CQG approach allows us to study in detail how596

different factors influence vertical motion profiles in the presence of convection, and may597

provide a route to some insight on this problem.598
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Figure 1. (a) 12-hourly precipitation from the ERA-Interim reanalysis averaged over Northern

Pakistan regional box (black bars), and CRM simulated precipitation in the control case (red

dotted curve). (b) and (c) show the time series of ω in the ERA data and CRM control case as

functions of time and pressure, respectively. Day 0 indicates July 1, 2010. The black vertical

lines mark day 20, 23, 27, and 30, indicating the time windows of the two extreme precipitation

events.
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Figure 2. Horizontal advection of (a) total vorticity, (b) temperature, and (c) moisture in

the reanalysis data. For better visibility, the white contours in (c) are the zero contour lines.

The lower panel in (c) plots the column-integrated horizontal moisture advection, in the unit of

mm day−1. (d) shows ω at 700 hPa and the estimated orographic lift (ωorog = ~V0 · ∇hs.)
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Figure 3. The (a) temperature, (b) moisture, and (c) relative humidity profiles of reanalysis

data and CRM results averaged between day 10 and day 40. The description of cases Dry0.6 and

Moist1.2 is in section 3c. The profiles in the reanalysis data extend to 1000 hPa, however, only

levels above the surface are included in the averaging.
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Figure 4. The decomposition of QG ω. From top to bottom, plotted are ω due to PV

forcing (ωPV ), due to orographic lift (ωBF ), and due to diabatic heating (ωQ). Note the color

bars on different rows are different. The left column shows results from reanalysis data with

three-dimensional QGω inversion. The right column shows the results of the CRM control case

with one-dimensional QGω inversion.
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Figure 5. The decomposition of precipitation on each ω component from (a) reanalysis data,

and (b) the CRM control case. In (a), the black line is precipitation from reanalysis, and the

black dashed line is precipitation converted from ω, which is further decomposed into components

associated with ωPV (cyan line), associated with ωBF (blue line); associated with ωQ (red line).

In (b), the black dashed line (sum of color lines) almost overlaps with the black solid line, thus

is omitted. The black circle line in (b) is the CRM results with the diabatic heating feedback in

the QGω equation turned off.
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Figure 6. (b)-(d): The red lines are CRM precipitation forced by only (b) PV forcing, (c)

orographic lift, and (d) horizontal moisture advection. The blue lines are precipitation time

series corresponding to each individual imposed forcing. The red line in (a) is the sum of the red

lines in (b)-(d) with a subtraction of 8 mm day−1 as multiple-counted mean precipitation. As

references, the control case precipitation (black line) is also plotted in each panel.
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Figure 7. The (a) CRM and (b) SCM simulated precipitation with different background rela-

tive humidity. (c) is a scatter plot of the precipitation during the events against the background

precipitable water from all the cases. The color lines are the linear fit with slope shown in the

legend. The black black triangle corresponds to the 2010 events from the reanalysis data.
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Figure 8. The SCM results. (a) is same with Fig. 1a, except the red dots showing the SCM

results; (b)-(d) are same with Fig. 6b-d, respectively, except using the SCM. Note the y-axis in

(b)-(d) are stretched for better visibility.
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Figure 9. Results with the dry QGω equation with the use of σe (Eq. 7). (a) is same with Fig.

1a, except the color lines showing results with different α. The middle row shows precipitation

forced by only (b) PV forcing and (c) orographic lift. (d) shows vertical profiles of ω forced by

the PV forcing at day 22. (e) shows vertical profiles of ω forced by the orographic lift at day 28.
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